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INTRODUCTION
Our people are at the core of the company, they are Pendragon’s life
and soul and we need the very best. Traditionally, Pendragon has
been male dominated. But if you are seeking the best of talent, as we
are, you cannot restrict yourself to just half the population.
Pendragon is transforming for tomorrow, simplifying our business to
deliver our strategy and adapt to the tough market environments that
have been uniquely unpredictable. New products and technologies
continue to shape the future of our company as we drive to go
beyond the possible and lead on providing customer choice across all
our businesses. In the middle of 2020, we took decisive action to help
deliver long-term growth, in the face of multiple disruptions, covid -19
being the largest of these. Our transformation programme combined
efficiency measures with targeted investment, safeguarding our
future and ensuring we maximised the opportunities to change and
grow for the future.
Long term success relies on inspiring and nurturing a range of talent. Creating a diverse workforce
enables us to foster a rich variety of voices, mind-sets and experiences; fuelling innovation and creativity.
It also increases employee satisfaction and fosters positive attitudes and behaviours in the workplace.
The automotive industry has long been male dominated, yet if you are seeking the best talent, as we are,
you need to ensure you have a culture that also attracts and retains the best female talent.
Through our engaging recruitment programmes and our early careers opportunities we are committed
to recruiting more women into our business to develop, grow and succeed at Pendragon. We have
made a strategic choice to focus on our culture this year, re-imagining our purpose and the cultural
transformation is at the core of our People Strategy to ensure we attract and retain a diverse workforce.
At 13.2%, our median gender pay gap is lower than the Office of National Statistics UK average of 15.4%.
However, we recognise we have a lot to do to narrow the gap. This is one of the reasons that we are
also recruiting a dedicated Head of Diversity and Inclusion. This person will create a wider Diversity and
inclusion strategy and drive action plans across our businesses to accelerate our progress in closing
the gap.
I declare the contents of this report to be accurate.
Lizzie Downes
Chief People Officer
Pendragon.
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WHAT IS THE GENDER PAY GAP?
The gender pay gap is a measure of the percentage difference in the average hourly pay or bonus of men
and women working for Pendragon. This is regardless of their role in the organisation, length of service
and any other differentiating factor.

GENDER PAY IS NOT THE SAME AS EQUAL PAY
Equal pay is about men and women receiving the same wages for the same job of equal value. At
Pendragon PLC we use our pay framework to ensure objectivity in assessing and benchmarking roles,
ensuring not only the legislative requirements are met, but also so are our values in respect of treating
our Associates fairly.

HOW ARE THE MEDIAN AND MEAN PAY GAPS CALCULATED?
The mean gender pay gap is a calculation of the average hourly pay or bonus of men in our organisation
versus the average hourly pay or bonus of women, including all relevant additional payments and
regardless of what they do in our organisation.
The median pay and bonus gap is the difference between the pay or bonus of the middle female
Associate and the pay or bonus of the middle male Associate when male and female Associates are listed
in order of pay or bonus.
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WHAT WE HAVE DONE SO FAR.
People are the heart of our business and we remain committed to fostering a culture that is
representative of the societies in which we live. We aim to ensure that our Associates can bring their
authentic selves to work and achieve their full potential. Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) has been identified
as a key component of our people strategy.

1. ACTIVELY DRIVING A GREATER GENDER BALANCE IN OUR BUSINESS
Achieving greater gender balance across our business has been a focus for us in 2021 as we look
to address the historical male bias across the motor industry. We have made some very successful
permanent changes to our ways of working, accommodating greater flexibility along with creating
alternative working patterns that appeal to a more diverse talent pool. We are seeing greater gender
diversity as a result of these changes in some of our brands. In addition to this the transformation of the
organisation particularly in Finance and Strategy has seen an increase in the level of senior females in our
organisation.

2. GENDER-NEUTRAL PAY PRACTICES
Implementation of our new reward framework is designed to ensure our pay is market competitive and
supports our commitment of equal pay for equal work. Our governance framework is transparent and
simple, taking into consideration job levels, scope and responsibilities, taking an objective assessment
of compensation regardless of gender. Our compensation data is refreshed annually by our providers,
ensuring our benchmarking analysis is thorough and fair.

3. DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION (D&I)
We have placed particular emphasis on our D&I agenda on our recruitment practices, providing guidance
to our leaders on unconscious bias and making sure we remain objective in our employment offers and
talent management decisions. Our extensive leadership development offering is inclusive to all our
leaders and provides excellent opportunities to build a successful career with Pendragon PLC regardless
of gender. This year we launched a mandatory learning programme for the business to educate our
people with regards to their responsibilities with regards to diversity and inclusion.
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OUR RESULTS – KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Pendragon PLC is comprised of a number of different companies. These have been reported on
separately, where required. Due to the impact of the Coronavirus (COVID‑19) pandemic, Associates
furloughed under the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS) as at 5 April 2021 were on a period of
temporary leave and therefore received less than full pay. These Associates have been excluded from the
gender pay gap calculations.
Our mean pay gap has increased by 0.4 % from 16% in April 2020 and our median pay gap has increased
by 4.5% from 8.7% in April 2020. As at 5 April 2021 our Associates represented 77% male (2020: 76%)
and 23% female (2020: 24%)
Our mean bonus gap has increased by 3.2% from 47.6% in April 2020 and our median has remained the
same. 88.1% of all men received a bonus this is an increase of 9.2%. 78.3% of all women received a bonus
which is an increase of 4.6%.
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Our industry has historically been a male dominated industry which is reflected in our split between men
and women as at April 2021. This has the effect of skewing the gender pay gap figures. Our long-term
commitment is to develop and nurture our employees so that over time we can boost the pipeline of
female talent and address the gender balance in every quartile.
There are a number of factors that have contributed to the increase in the pay gap. Firstly due to
Covid-19 and the CJRS, the numbers of qualifying associates in the business in April 2021 has increased
by c.600%. In April 2020 all our dealerships were on restricted opening conditions and we had only
essential staff working, in April 2021 our dealerships were not as restricted and so we had far fewer
employees on furlough. In addition to this, the cost efficiency programme that we implemented in the
middle of 2020 resized the business and took out over 1800 roles many of these roles were in the lower
and lower mid quartiles. Whilst we have recruited more senior females all of these factors impacted the
distribution of our workforce. Although the median salary point for both male and female associates has
increased they have not kept pace with each other and so the gap has grown.
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BY REPORTING ENTITY:
The following tables summarise the position in our group entities that employed over 250 people as at
April 2021:
Pay Gap

Bonus Difference

% Receiving a Bonus

Entity

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Male

Female

Stripestar Limited

13.5%

1.8%

53.3%

68.9%

95.3%

95.1%

Stratstone Limited

13.8%

8.7%

40.7%

56.6%

92.6%

83.5%

Evans Halshaw Limited

18.3%

13.3%

41.7%

43.0%

94.0%

91.8%

Pendragon Management Services Limited

16.6%

1.6%

77.5%

38.8%

58.3%

41.2%

Bramall Quicks Dealerships Limited

43.4%

26.5%

46.8%

32.0%

94.5%

93.0%

Derwent Vehicles Limited

16.8%

6.7%

38.8%

64.3%

94.7%

97.7%

Reg Vardy Limited

18.4%

16.1%

44.7%

29.1%

95.6%

94.0%

Pendragon Group

16.4%

13.2%

50.8%

57.1%

88.1%

78.3%

PAY AND BONUS BY ENTITY:
Lower
Quartile
Entity

Lower Middle
Quartile

Upper Middle
Quartile

Upper
Quartile

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Stripestar Limited

84.2%

15.8%

73.1%

26.9%

73.2%

26.8%

94.1%

45.9%

Stratstone Limited

57.1%

42.9%

69.3%

30.7%

87.8%

12.2%

89.2%

10.8%

Evans Halshaw Limited

83.0%

317.0%

66.0%

34.0%

82.9%

17.1%

91.5%

18.5%

Pendragon Management Services Limited

39.6%

60.4%

34.9%

65.1%

55.2%

44.8%

76.0%

24.0%

Bramall Quicks Dealerships Limited

82.8%

17.2%

86.2%

13.8%

75.8%

24.2%

95.6%

4.4%

Derwent Vehicles Limited

59.6%

40.4%

69.1%

30.9%

77.5%

22.5%

88.9%

11.1%

Reg Vardy Limited

77.9%

22.1%

55.7%

44.3%

91.8%

8.2%

95.2%

4.8%

Pendragon Group

73.3%

26.7%

58.9%

41.1%

83.7%

16.3%

86.0%

114.0%
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OUR COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE:
Diversifying our workforce and encouraging talented women into our industry is a challenge, but we are
committed to providing an equal and encouraging environment within our business. With the challenges
our industry is facing now, and in the future, we need the best and brightest minds to innovate and
revolutionise the way we deliver our strategy.
Our Vision is to be an organisation that meets the aspirations of an increasingly diverse customer base
through diversity in the workplace and an inclusive culture where our people can be their authentic
selves.
Our strategy to deliver the vision is to work on the following:
• Developing our group purpose to enable a progressive culture
• Creating an aligned and consistent inclusive culture throughout the business
• Drive progressive HR policies, benefits and support where possible
We are currently developing our FY 2022 action plan to further address our gender pay gap.
These actions include:
• Recruiting a dedicated Head of D&I
• Creating and collaborating with employee network groups
• Having a focus on diversity at board level via our Board D&I champion
• Increasing with number of women in shortlists for recruitment and promotions
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